Intel® Education Visionaries

Intel believes that integrating technology into the classroom can transform learning and enable students to become the leaders and innovators of the future. To advance this goal, Intel Education launched the Intel® Education Visionaries program, an elite group of education leaders who will be exemplars for global education transformation; inspire and share best practices with educators, administrators and parents worldwide; and help Intel design the future of education technology.

Intel Education Visionaries

Intel Education Visionaries are an elite group of approximately 40 education leaders chosen for their insight, passion and proven experience as agents of change in education. These educators come from all over the world and represent a diverse mix of cultures, but share a passion for empowering student success through the integration of technology and curriculum.

Visionaries will work closely with Intel Education to:

- Communicate the power of technology in education to education leaders and policymakers worldwide
- Inspire educators, administrators and parents to create modern, transformed school systems for today’s students
- Help Intel design the future of education technology and provide valuable input on what educators really need from technology
- Share leadership best practices, experiences and successes in education transformation via conferences, events, webinars and online channels
- Participate in social media conversations and online professional learning communities

The Intel Education Visionaries program provides opportunities for Visionaries to meet and collaborate with other Visionaries worldwide; attend global conferences, events and webinars with Intel Education as appropriate; receive unique professional learning opportunities; and be featured in Intel's global education communications.

For more information about Intel Education Visionaries, visit intel.com/Visionaries.

About Intel Education

A worldwide leader in both technology innovation and education transformation, Intel Education delivers comprehensive education solutions that include hardware, software, content, infrastructure and professional development. Intel Education draws on experience working with more than 300 million students and 15 million teachers in 100 countries to help educators inspire students, support schools in achieving educational excellence and enable better manageability by administrators.
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